INQUIRY INTO RECYCLING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
SUBMISSION FROM K&D ELLIS
We acknowledge and appreciate the opportunity to have our say to the Environment
and Planning Committee. Thank you in advance for its consideration of our
concerns.
In 2017, when we were blindsided by bureaucrats from the local State funded health
service [DjHS], and prohibited from informally volunteering our mending, fixing and
repairing skills in our local community, we decided to travel to other Victorian
communities, and share our passion for reuse and repair. It was at this time that we
also made a decision to become more vocal about our right to repair, and that of
others.
We are known as Mend it, Australia. We can be found posting daily to our Facebook
page at Mend It, Australia. We are self-directed, self-funded and self-resourced
volunteers, who currently travel to organised and free repair cafe events in Victoria.
As at the start of May, we have volunteered at 62 repair cafes, driving a total of
8,852 kilometres.
Whilst we are interested in the bigger picture in relation to waste and keep informed
of developments in waste management and resource recovery, we have chosen to
direct our focus for this inquiry on reuse and repair. We are counting on others to
champion causes such as investment in a Victorian recycling industry, a container
deposit scheme and the banning of single use plastic.
Please find our feedback to each of the Terms of Reference [TOR] as follows:
1. Responsibility of the Victorian Government
We live in the City of Melton that has a MRF or what we colloquially term a Transfer
Station with a TIP SHOP. Our local Council has tendered out this facility and in our
opinion, the facility has not been operating to its full potential.
Many years ago, we offered to volunteer at the TIP SHOP, like many others do in
other States, and were told by the Contractor to “go volunteer at The Salvos”.
We have offered a couple of times to volunteer on a resource recovery steering
group for the MRF, and have been ignored. We feel consumer representation is
imperative for all Victorian recycling facilities.
We formally offered to volunteer and set up a repair café at the MRF but that was
deemed unsuitable at the time.
We make note that the City of Melton and Victoria could have had the title of the first
repair café in Australia in 2012. That accolade went to NSW, in April 2015.

In 2017, we formally tried again to encourage the Melton Council to reconsider a
repair café event in its award winning sustainable learning and library hub in Melton.
Again it was a no to us, and our efforts to raise the awareness or reuse and repair
and to reduce waste at the grassroots level [the home].
There are now over 1,800 repair cafes worldwide with Victoria leading the way in
Australia with over 30. The City of Melton, in our opinion is lagging behind other
councils when it comes to sustainability. For example, there is currently no ‘green’
newsletter that is published. We get sustainable living type newsletters from the City
of Brimbank, Experience Wyndham and the City of Moonee Valley.
The Victorian taxpayer should not have to fund simple grassroots initiatives, if
individuals in the community are willing to step up and volunteer. And individuals,
like us, should be encouraged and assisted, not dismissed and then ignored.
2. China National Sword Policy
We predicated a recycling crisis a decade ago and that’s when we became reuse
and repair activists. We created several social media pages and groups on
Facebook related to waste and resource recovery.
Boro [Japanese visible mending]
Rafoo [Indian invisible mending and other mending styles]
Kantha [Indian folk craft using recycled textiles]
Textile Tatters+Rags [craft items made from fabric scraps]
Imagine Melton Zero Waste [noticeboard for waste articles]
Rude Record [personal blog about our reuse of unloved discarded excess]
I, Karen also co-administrate Zero Waste Westies (Melbourne’s western suburbs)
The China National Sword policy is a huge wakeup call for Victorians to act like
waste matters, and can be reused and repaired in our own State.
3. f) How can the existing Sustainability Fund be used to fund solutions to the
waste crisis?
We would like to see some funding allocated to community repair and reuse
initiatives lead by grassroots community groups and individuals. There is no need to
pay local bureaucrats to oversee such initiatives. New and innovative initiatives work
best when the community has ownership and the bureaucrats take a back seat and
more supportive role.
For example, local bureaucrats can assist by providing free venues and
administration support for free events such as repair cafes, restart parties [UK
initiative for e-waste reuse and repair], fix-it clinics and textile mendathons.
With the Victorian e-waste ban to landfill as of the 1st July, the Victorian Government
could fund tag and test courses for volunteers and the testing machines required to

test the items.
The Victorian Government could go one step further and fund not-for-profits [NFPs]
that want to set up reuse, repair and upcycling NFP enterprises in the high street.
Overseas these NFPs provide employment and coordinate repair and restoration
workshops for the paying public.
Our experience in the City of Melton is that it is very much a top down approach to
community engagement. The local bureaucrats are holding a benevolent monopoly
over activities and public buildings.
As previously mentioned, we were blindsided by the local State funded health
service [DjHS] because we would not sign up to it as formal volunteers to it. As a
result, we were no longer able to participate in the repair events we had worked hard
to initiate, and had been organising for a year.
A local church wanted $40 per hour or $120 for a 3 hour repair event that provides a
free service in a disadvantaged community. That was not acceptable to us, it was
not realistic, and it was definitely not sustainable.
There are many community halls, public libraries and hubs, schools, neighbourhood
houses, community centres, the local TIP SHOPS and the like that could be opened
up for reuse and repair activities. If not offered for free, then the Victorian
Sustainablity Fund could fund venue hire and insurance costs.
4. a) Product Stewardship
i) Early in 2018, we submitted to the Product Stewardship Act 2011 Review with a
focus on reduce, reuse and repair. There have been no published findings to date.
{attached]
ii) In November, 2017 we submitted the following to the DELWP’s E-waste Landfill
Ban.
“Write your submission Mend it, Australia is based in Melton and we would
appreciate electronics that are currently downcycled by the Transfer Station's
contractor to be offered up to the public at this facility's TIP SHOP. Despite what
Council says, this is not happening. Let's repair and reuse before we downcycle
e-waste that is still fit for purpose. We also want to see parts salvaged that can be
reused in the repair process.”
NB: As of May 2019, reusable and repairable e-waste [TVs and computers] is not
being processed for re-sale at our local TIP SHOP.
iii) We recently submitted to The Treasury on the Mandatory Scheme for the Sharing
of Motor Vehicle Service and Repair information. [attached]

We are vocal about the introduction of Australian legislation for the right to repair
because we cannot keep throwing our stuff away. We must change our mindsets
and care for and maintain the things we already own. Parts for repair and
replacement must be made available as a priority.
and finally…
"Thrift is the really romantic thing; economy is more romantic than
extravagance...thrift is poetic because it is creative; waste is unpoetic because it is
waste...if a man could undertake to make use of all the things in his dustbin, he
would be a broader genius than Shakespeare." G. K. Chesterton
Victoria needs more garbage geniuses, as a priority!!

